Partial Supplement to “Announcement Regarding Transfer of Subsidiary Shares”

ARUZE CORP. (hereinafter referred to as the "Company") hereby announces the following partial addendum to its "Announcement Regarding Transfer of Subsidiary Shares" issued on April 1, 2009.

[Supplementary Part]

1. Purpose of the share transfer

The Company has transferred the shares of Aruze Gaming America, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as "AGA") in order to reduce the financial burden of the Company group.

As of the share transfer date, it was uncertain whether AGA would be excluded from consolidated subsidiaries or not since no agreement had been reached with Godai Audit Firm on the consolidation matter. Due to the transfer of the AGA shares, the financial burden of the Company will, however, be reduced even in the case AGA remains as a consolidated subsidiary. Although the business results of AGA will affect to “Net sales,” “Operating income,” “Ordinary income,” etc. in the Statements of Income of the Company, third party equity is deducted from "Net income" as "Minority interests income (or loss)". Because the third party equity of AGA shares is now 100 percent due to the share transfer, the business result of AGA will not affect to the Company's business result ultimately.

2. Transaction concerning the share transfer

Because the overseas casino gaming machine business conducted by AGA has recorded deficits, the Company considers that the earliest possible sale of AGA shares is necessary to reduce the financial burden. However, it is a transaction with a Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Company who has an interest with us, therefore, in the light of the responsibilities of a listed company, the Company recognizes that careful measures should be taken to secure the appropriate transaction price and that we should make discreet decisions. Since it is crucial to utilize the latest possible values, the Company determined that the recalculation of the transfer price is necessary based on the values of AGA’s settlement of accounts as of the end of December 2008 considering the fluctuation of exchange rate from January to the end of March 2009 and the changes in real estate prices, referring to the share prices which had been calculated by outside evaluation organizations based on AGA's monthly settlement of account of November 2008. The Company has already entrusted the recalculation to a third party (Proggest Co., Ltd.) and will calculate the appropriate price.

In order to secure the fairness and transparency of the transaction of AGA shares, Mr. Kazuo Okada,
the special interested party of the Company and the transferee of the AGA shares, will not attend Board of Directors Meetings, etc. to resolve the matters concerning the recalculation or the determination of the transfer price.

The calculation of the transfer shares of AGA shares is to be completed around the middle or end of April.